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Welcome …. to the December edition of engage! 
This edition of Engage will look at how we can all move towards a more  sustainable 
Christmas…Tis the season of good will, not landfill! Pages 4-5 provide 4 Top Tips for an 
easy, cost effective approach to a greener holiday season.  Pages 2-3  provide an update on 
the work of Community Planning within the borough. Feeling lonely this Christmas? This 
season can be especially challenging for those experiencing feelings of loneliness. Pages  6-
7 look at how we can help overcome these feelings and how we can help others  in our 
community who may be feeling isolated. As always, this edition of Engage will sign post those 
in need towards support this holiday season on pages 8-9. Page 7 will provide information on 
home heating help for those in need. Ards and North Down Borough Council and Community 
Planning wish you all a safe and happy holiday season. 
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Community Planning Update 

Big Plan Outcomes 
The Big Plan, centred around five outcomes, 
provides a commitment from the Strategic 
Community Planning Partnership to the people 
of Ards and North Downs on how they, as public 
service providers, will work together to maintain 
and improve the well-being of all people who live 
in the borough.  
 
Big Plan Priorities 
A four-year review of the Big Plan was recently 
concluded and this identified ten priority issues 
that the Community Planning Partnership agreed 
to focus on. Priorities were identified based on 
need and the impact of Partners working 
together. 
 

Big Plan Workstreams 
Each priority is taken forward via appropriate focused workstreams. The activities of the 
workstreams help assess the impact of the partnership and help the Partnership make 
progress towards the agreed Big Plan outcomes.  
 
Big Plan Performance and Progress 
A fourth Performance Update Report was recently 
presented to Ards and North Down’s Strategic 
Community Planning Partnership. This provided 
Partners with an overview of the Big Plan priorities 
and the workstreams. This report also contained 
updated information on the population indicators 
that are used by the Strategic Partnership to assess 
the well-being of people in Ards and North Down.   
 

Each Big Plan outcome has two priorities that are 
supported by workstreams and action plans. Page 
3 of Engage provides a summary of some of the 
information contained in the Performance Update 
Report.  
 

Together we Made a Difference 
Together we Made a Difference summarises the 
work of Community Planning Partners to help 
deliver food, essential supplies and community 
connections since the start of the Covid-19 
pandemic. This can be viewed by clicking the image 
above.  
 

The Performance Update Report and Together we Made a Difference can both be viewed 
on the Council’s website or by clicking the link below. 
Monitoring the Big Plan | Ards and North Down Borough Council  

https://www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/resident/community-planning/monitoring-the-big-plan
https://www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/downloads/AAND_Community_Celebration_Leaflet_A4_DIGITAL.pdf
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 Outcome 1 
The Big Conversation Panel took place between 2020 and 2021, consisting of 3 
surveys, to give residents the opportunity to give their views on a range of issues and 
public services.  By taking part in these surveys, residents have helped us to understand 
the impact of Covid-19 and the initiatives that are needed to help communities and 
individuals recover. By participating in these surveys, you are also helping Ards and North 
Down Borough Council and its Community Planning Partners design and deliver better 
services that will have a positive impact on your personal wellbeing.  Thank you to those 
who took part. Increasing opportunities for people to participate is important.  
 

Outcome 2 
We have had great success with the Moved by Nature Big Calendar 2021, which was 
produced in collaboration with National Trust, Sport NI and Strangford Lough and Lecale 
Partnership. The interactive calendar focused on  activities for nature prescriptions for 
improved health, wellbeing and mindfulness. The Moved by Nature Big Calendar 2022 
will focus on responsible recreation outdoors, with lots of ideas for places to visit within the 
borough and fun activities to do whilst taking care of nature and your own health and 
wellbeing. Look out for the new calendar in January here. 
 

Outcome 3 
Age Friendly Alliance members were updated on the results of a survey of older people 
living within the SE health Trust area. The survey identified the problems that older people 
have accessing information and knowing who to contact when they have a problem. Survey 
participants also told us they don’t feel included in decisions that are taken. The Age 
Friendly action plan has been updated to reflect the information gathered and some new 
actions to address the issues raised have been added.  
 
Ards and North Down’s Multi-agency Support Hub has been set up to enable vulnerable 

people to get help from a range of organisations. The person seeking help is asked for their 
consent to be referred to the Hub as the individual's opinions and welfare are at the centre 
of any decision and action taken. In Ards and North Down, the Support Hub was 

established in September 2019 and since then 11 vulnerable people have been referred. 
This has led to onward referrals to mental health services, GP’s, Extern, The Link, 
Samaritans, Lifeline and Men’s Sheds Groups. 

Outcome 4 
An Interim Labour Market Partnership has been established to improve employability 
outcomes and labour market conditions by working through coordinated, collaborative, 
multi-agency partnerships, that helps to connect employers with employees.  A Strategic 
Assessment of Ards and North Down’s Labour Market has been undertaken by Council’s 
Community Planning Service to ensure that the actions taken forward by the Partnership 
reflect employability and labour market needs within the area.  
 

Outcome 5 
A Sustainable Tourism Group has been convened to take a holistic view of local tourism. 
An action plan that considers the impact of tourism on local communities has recently been 
updated to also consider the impacts of a changing climate on our tourism environment. 
While the remit of the group is to develop and promote sustainable (responsible) tourism 
within the borough, it is important to future proof tourism offerings.    
 
See Community Planning’s full Performance Update Report here. 

https://indd.adobe.com/view/6032df84-4e2e-4578-96d1-0461da218b05
https://www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/resident/community-planning/moved-by-nature-interactive-calendar
https://pdf.browsealoud.com/PDFViewer/_Desktop/viewer.aspx?file=https://pdf.browsealoud.com/StreamingProxy.ashx?url=https://www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.uk/downloads/4.a_Performance_Update_Report_For_SCCP_October_2021(1)_(1).pdf&opts=www.ardsandnorthdown.gov.u
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A Sustainable Christmas 

This Christmas give the gift of caring for our planet. Christmas is often seen as a time to indulge, 

often to the detriment of our environment.  Following the 4 Top Tips for a Sustainable Christmas 

is an easy and cost effective way to be more eco-friendly this holiday season.  

1. Wrap Responsibly  

The name ‘wrapping paper’ is a misleading term as most  wrapping paper  is not recyclable, 

unlike plain paper. This is due to gift wrap often being made with shiny foil and glitter which 

cannot be recycled. A top tip is to avoid anything with glitter!  Another way to identify recyclable 

paper is if it stays crumpled after you scrunch it. Try avoiding too much sticky tape when 

wrapping as the glue is problematic, alternatively tie your presents with natural string such as 

twine. Sustainable methods of wrapping include using fabric, known as furoshiki, a traditional 

Japanese method of using cloth to wrap and transport gifts, making for beautiful and sustainable 

packaging.  

 

4 Top Tips for a Sustainable Christmas 

1. Wrap Responsibly 

2. Decorate Wisely 

3. Shop Sustainable 

4. Waste Less 

It is estimated that in the UK we get through 227,000 miles 

worth of Christmas wrap every year, so it's important to  

consider wrapping responsibly! (RSPB, 2021) 

 
Look out for the FSC 

logo when purchasing 

wrapping paper and 

cards as this logo signals 

that a product meets 

Forest Stewardship 

Standards and is re-

sponsibly sourced 
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2. Decorate Wisely 
Many of us look forward to the twinkling lights during the holiday season, sadly these pretty 
lights can have an ugly impact on our environment. Make the switch to LED lights, which use 3 
to 10 percent of the energy of traditional Christmas lights and look just as good. This is good 
news for our planet and your energy bill. Always turn your Christmas lights out when you are 
not using them to save energy and keep you safe against the risk of house fires.  
 
The Christmas tree is the focal point in many of our homes in December, whether you prefer the 
real thing or an artificial alternative there are many eco-friendly options. If you opt for an 
artificial Christmas tree make sure that you’re going to reuse it for at least 10 years, otherwise it 
would have been better to buy a living tree from a sustainable forest. If buying a real tree, make 
sure it’s FSC-certified. When the Christmas season is over why not turn it into a log pile in your 
garden? Stacking the wood in your garden will create a habitat for birds and bugs. Purchasing a 
potted tree is also a good solution as you can reuse it each year, which is sustainable and cost 
effective!  
 
Be innovative when decorating and upcycle old decorations or make your own from natural 
materials. Foraging for natural Christmas decorations is a fun activity the whole family can get 
involved in! A simple handful of pine cones can be transformed into elegant home décor. 
Always be sure to follow responsible foraging guidelines, that can be found here.When 
decorating your Christmas table be mindful that most Christmas crackers aren't recyclable. 
Look out for the FSC logo to identify recyclable crackers or why not make your own? Avoid 
single-use tablecloths and napkins and opt for material versions which have a longer lifecycle 
than their paper equivalents.  

 

3. Shop Sustainable 
A good rule to follow when aiming to shop sustainably is to Buy Less and Buy Local. Local 

independent sellers have lots to offer and shopping locally means you will be supporting small 

suppliers and makers, while minimising the carbon footprint associated with the transportation 

of the products you're buying.  

4. Waste Less 
When food shopping be realistic about how much food you will need, especially when  shopping for 

perishable items. Make a shopping list and stick to it, this is also a good way to cut costs. A good tip 
when buying food is to Cook it, Freeze it, or Eat it. Leftover food may be unavoidable, but you 

can save it and enjoy it the next day by covering it with eco-friendly cling film alternatives such 
as Tupperware or wax cloth covers.  You can freeze most foods as long as they are frozen before 
their use by date. Ensure the food is air tight and date and label food, always eating food within 
24 hours of defrosting.  Find out more about freezing tips from the NHS here. Don‘t forget to 
buy locally and in season when you can as these foods use less energy to grow and transport. To 
help you, the GIKI app provides ethical and sustainability information about more than 280,000 
supermarket products.   
 
Reduce waste even further by buying gifts with little to no packaging. If packaging is 
unavoidable, opt for something plastic-free or made from recycled, or recyclable, materials. 
Don’t forget your reusable bags to carry all your shopping home!  
 
 

https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2020/12/foraged-christmas-decor/
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/eat-well/how-to-store-food-and-leftovers/
https://products.impactscore.app/
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Coping with Loneliness this 

Christmas 
The Big Conversation Survey took place over 12 months between 2020-2021 and consisted of 3 

surveys which explored a range of topics including health and well-being and how Covid-19 has 

affected residents. The Community Planning Partnership and Emotional Health and Wellbeing 

Group worked together to gauge emotional health in the borough as part of the surveys. The 

results highlighted that mental health needs to be prioritised within the borough to address 

emotional (mental) health, loneliness and social isolation. 

 
Feedback from participants of the 

Big Conversation Survey can be 

seen  in the left textbox. The 

stress of lockdown over the past 

two years has had a detrimental 

impact upon residents mental 

health. 

How is Community Planning addressing social isolation and loneliness? 

Community Planning has prioritised  tackling social isolation and the negative impact it can have 

on families and  individuals regardless of whether it stems from where you are geographically            

located, your mobility or your age.   Outcome 2 of the Big Plan , an aspirational aim, states  that 

‘’All People  in Ards and North Down Enjoy Good Health and Well-being’’.  We believe this can be 

achieved by continuing to work collaboratively with communities and its partners to address poor 

mental health.   

 

Why is loneliness more pronounced during the holiday season? 

For those already experiencing loneliness this time of year can be especially hard, as there is an 

expectation to be with friends and family. The poor weather conditions also make it harder for 

people to get out and about, especially those with mobility issues.  
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The 5 Steps to Mental Wellbeing  

There are 5 steps to mental wellbeing. These steps could help you feel more positive and able to 
get the most out of life. The first step is to connect with other people, as good relationships are 
important for your mental wellbeing. The second step is to be physically active as evidence shows 
it can improve your mental wellbeing by causing chemical changes in your brain which can help to 
positively change your mood. The third step is to learn new skills as this can improve mental 
wellbeing by raising self-esteem, creating a sense of purpose and connecting with others. The 
fourth step is to give to others as research suggests that acts of giving and kindness can help 
improve your mental wellbeing by creating positive feelings and a sense of reward giving you a 
feeling of purpose and self-worth. The final step is to pay attention to the present moment 
(mindfulness). Paying more attention to the present moment can improve your mental wellbeing. 
This includes your thoughts and feelings, your body and the world around you. 

https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/self-help/guides-tools-and-activities/five-steps-to-mental-wellbeing/
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Support this Christmas 

Living in rural Ards and North Down and need transport support? 

Call Down Community Transport on 028 4461 7900 
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Home Heating Help 
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CONTACTING US 

We are currently working from home. If 
you would like to get in touch, please: 

Email us: 

@ 
communityplanning@ardsandnorthdown.gov
.uk 

Tweet us: 

@thebigplanAND and we will get back to 
you as soon as we can! 

Stay informed: 

Stay part of the conversation by signing up 
for this newsletter,  

following us on twitter or view the 
community planning section hosted on the 
Ards and North Down Borough Council’s 
website. 

Please stay safe: 

Keep 2 meters apart from others when you 
can, wear a mask and wash your hands well 
and often. Stay at home if you show any  

symptoms. Download the app —
StopCOVID NI.  

We are always here to support you, 

even after Covid-19 

The Here2Help app is a pocket guide of 
services and advice that may be able to 
give you some direction or help if you are 
worried about someone or if you are feeling 
the pressure of life. Download the FREE 
Here2Help App to your phone so it is 
always handy. 

Information and Advice is available 24/7  

Available on Google Play Store and Apple 
iTunes App Store 

Heading out this weekend? 

Help keep friends and family safe by 

taking a Rapid #COVID-19 test before 

meeting others. 

The tests are free, quick and easy to 

do. 

Find out more: www.nidirect.gov.uk/

articles/coronavirus-covid-19-testing 

Northern Ireland Executive  

https://eastantrimcounselling.com/here2help/#:~:text=Here2Help Here2Help app has been developed by a,Play Store and the Apple iOS App Store.
https://play.google.com/store?utm_source=emea_Med&utm_medium=offsem&utm_content=Oct2020&utm_campaign=Evergreen&pcampaignid=MKT-EDR-emea-gb-1001280-Med-offsem-py-Evergreen-Oct2020-Text_Search_BKWS|OFFSEM_kwid_43700009882517971&gclid=0cf7d6229e1f16cfa435b70c
https://www.apple.com/uk/app-store/
https://www.apple.com/uk/app-store/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/covid?__eep__=6&fref=mentions
http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/coronavirus-covid-19-testing
http://www.nidirect.gov.uk/articles/coronavirus-covid-19-testing
https://www.facebook.com/niexecutive/?fref=mentions

